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East-meets-West vision

Kenzo returns to Japanese
in history-making moment
PARIS, Jan 24, (AP): It was a fashion history-making moment in Paris for Kenzo on Sunday as it unveiled the debut
for its ﬁrst Japanese designer since house founder Kenzo
Takada.
Nigo, 51, thus becomes only the second Asian designer at
the head of a European high fashion label, alongside Bally’s
Filipino-American Rhuigi Villaseñor. His appointment represents a milestone as the luxury industry wrestles more broadly with questions over racism and diversity.
The show venue of Galerie Vivienne underlined the historic importance of the debut collection, teasing out parallels between the Nigo and Takada. Both are Japanese, both
studied at the same Tokyo fashion college decades apart, both
have an East-meets-West artistic vision and are considered
fashion code breakers. The arcade is the very location where
Takada held his inaugural fashion show in 1970.
Nigo’s close friend Pharrell Williams and Kanye West applauded amid the ancient bookshops alongside an audibly enthusiastic audience after his vibrant creations were revealed.
Here are some highlights of Sunday’s fall-winter menswear shows at Paris Fashion Week:

Kenzo
Above and below: Models wear creations for the Kenzo fall-winter 22/23
men’s collection, in Paris, Sunday,
Jan. 23. (AP)

In the 1960s and early 1970s, 38
of the band’s albums charted in the
United States.
The Ventures had 14 singles in the
Billboard Hot 100. With over 100
million records sold, the Ventures are
the best-selling instrumental band of
all time.
The band scored the No. 2 hit in
the country with “Walk, Don’t Run”
in 1960.
Ventures founders Bob Bogle and
Wilson were bricklayers when they
bought guitars and chord books at a
pawnshop in Tacoma in 1958.
“They were just really cheap
guitars,” Wilson once recalled. “They
didn’t stay in tune very well. But we
wanted to learn.”
By the next year, they had formed
the Ventures, adding Nokie Edwards
on bass guitar and Howie Johnson on
drums. (AP)
❑
❑
❑

Kenzo
Nigo ﬁrst drew global renown with the streetwear brand A
Bathing Ape that he began in 1993. Several decades later at
the helm of one of LVMH luxury giant’s biggest labels Kenzo, those vibrant colors and streetwise prints
were evident in creative fusion with some traditional Kenzo themes such the red poppy print.
Both designers, the house said, had “an understanding of the synthesis between Japanese
and Western wardrobe traditions.” Nigo is “envisioning it as a tunnel toward the future and
beyond the borders of fashion.”
Thus, exaggeratedly oversize berets mixed
with clashing-color prints on silk, standout
loose wool coats in maize, printed silk neck scarves,
chunky sheeny leather loafers, and high-waisted chino
pants. Stripes followed checks, tassels, straps and goldbuckled belts. There were even a series of ﬁnely tailored
sartorial preppy looks with loose proportions, one of
which nicely evoked the cross-over styles of Japanese
clothing.
Nigo went all out, sending myriad styles and silhouettes
— as well as men and women’s designs — down this unusual runway. Sheer vibrancy was the one unifying theme.
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Wooyoungmi
Moscow’s glittering St. Basel’s cathedral seeded the colors
and styles for menswear brand Wooyoungmi on Sunday to
produce a collection that glistened with jewel tones of pinks,
greens, blues and oranges.
The novel “A Gentleman in Moscow” by Amor Towles
was what the South Korean brand said inspired its Russian
musing — with references to the ornate city and its famous
churches peppering the show.
Scarves with frontal fastenings seemed to be the brand’s
take on ecclesiastical headwear, while black patent statement
boots that sported a chunky sole were a hip way of managing
Russia’s famed winter snow.
Loose proportions, layers and sumptuous material deﬁned
the collection that was carefully thought out and executed.
The best moment? When an unexpected decorated strap —
evoking the military — appeared out of a beautiful, tailored
minimalist bronze wool coat. It was subtle yet effective.
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Variety
TOKYO: French fashion designer
Manfred Thierry Mugler, whose dramatic designs were worn by celebrities
like Madonna, Lady Gaga and Cardi
B, has died. He was 73.
He died Sunday, his ofﬁcial Instagram account said. “May his soul Rest

In Peace,” it said in a post that was all
black with no image. It did not give a
cause of death.
Mugler, who launched his brand in
1973, became known for his architectural style, deﬁned by broad shoulders
and a tiny waist. The use of plastic-like
futuristic fabric in his sculpted clothing
became a trademark.
He deﬁned haute couture over several decades, dressing up Diana Ross
and Beyonce at galas, on red carpets

and runways.
His designs weren’t shy about being
outlandish, at times resembling robotic
suits with protruding cone shapes. Mugler also had a popular perfume line,
which he started in the 1990s.
The fashion world ﬁlled with an outpouring of sympathy. Bella Hadid, an
American model, said “Nonononono,”
followed by an image of a sad face,
while American actress January Jones
responded with a heart mark, from

their ofﬁcial Instagram accounts.
Besides clothes, Mugler created
ﬁlms and photographs, and was a
dancer, acrobat as well as avid bodybuilder, stressing he always wanted to
explore the human body as art.
“I’ve always felt like a director, and
the clothes I did were a direction of
the everyday,” Mugler told Interview
Magazine. (AP)
❑
❑
❑

co-founder and rhythm guitarist of the
instrumental guitar band The Ventures,
has died.
He was 88.
Wilson died Saturday in Tacoma of
natural causes, surrounded by his four
children, The News Tribune reported.
The band’s hits included “Walk,
Don’t Run,” and the theme song for
“Hawaii Five-O.” They were inducted
into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
in 2008.
“Our dad was an amazing rhythm
guitar player who touched people
all over world with his band, The
Ventures,” son Tim Wilson said in a
statement. “He will have his place in
history forever and was much loved
and appreciated. He will be missed.”
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LE PECQ, France: A 75-year-old
French adventurer has died on a solo
attempt to row across the Atlantic
Ocean.
The death of Jean-Jacques Savin
was announced by his friends on a Facebook page that had been chronicling
his voyage.
They said maritime rescue services
located his body on Saturday inside
the cabin of his boat, named “Audacious,” which was found overturned
off the Azores Islands, a mid-Atlantic
Portuguese archipelago.
The former soldier set off on Jan. 1
from the southern tip of Portugal on
the westward voyage he had anticipated would take about three months.
In 2019, Savin had previously
ﬂoated alone across the Atlantic in a
large barrel-shaped capsule. Propelled
only by winds and currents, that crossing from Spain’s Canary Islands to
the Caribbean took 127 days. (AP)
❑
❑
❑
MIAMI: A new mural honoring
Gloria and Emilio Estefan has been
unveiled in Miami’s Little Havana.
Local artist Disem305 painted the
giant mural depicting the power couple
of Latin pop in the 1980s when they
came out with smash hits such as
“Conga” and “Rhythm is Gonna Get
You.”
The artwork was unveiled at a Saturday event, attended by city ofﬁcials
and the couple’s son Nayib Estefan.
“My parents have always been
this big to me, but it’s amazing to see
them preserved in one of their ﬁnest
moments in the 80s in Miami,” Nayib
Estefan told WTVJ. (AP)

